
SPONSORSHIP PRESENTATION DECK

CELEB MMA



16 celebrities

12 weeks

8 fights 

2 teams 
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Proactive marketing campaign, celebrity 

profile reels & 12 weeks filming covering 

training, social life and mental health.
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WHAT IS CELEB MMA?

Main event at the OVO Arena, 

Wembley, London.03

Celeb MMA is a 12-week filmed project that will follow the 
journey of 16 celebrity contestants as they prepare for the 
penultimate fight night where they will take their training to its 
height by competing in a closed MMA cage fight at the 
famous OVO Arena in Wembley.

Their training will be documented as they adapt their new 
stringent regime to systematic life, this will be both a physical 
and mental combat as each fighter struggles finding the 
balance and reality keeps getting in the way.

As it’s a star-studded show, A-Listers will be in attendance at 
the packed 12,000 capacity arena, further 500,000 tuning in 
via PPV, thousands via social live platforms and televised via 
a major TV broadcasting channel including celebrity music 
entertainment throughout the evening. 

There will be a proactive marketing campaign to promote 

the main event at the OVO Wembley Arena. This will 
comprise of but is not limited to press releases, social media 
advertising, billboards, public transport, radio, printed press 
and television. 



In the last decade, MMA has 
exploded in popularity throughout the 
UK, USA, and around the world. MMA 
TV viewership hit a peak of 5.2 million 
with the highest PPV reaching 2.4 
million and $180 million in revenue. 
According to one study, the UFC’s 
total fan base grew about 14% in 
2021, compared to the fan bases of 
other sports that same year, 
Researchers estimate that there are 
more than 300 million MMA fans 

around the world.  

SO HOW POPULAR 
IS MMA? 

34%

Aged above 24

75%

Male audience

44%

Female fight fans

14%

Fan base growth in 2021



WHATS OUR REACH? 
Our reach is quite simply our celebrities, as part of 

their participation agreements, they are required 
to train and post at least 4 times per week and 
upon each of their posts, ‘Celeb MMA’ and our 
sponsors brands/products will be hash-tagged. This 
will provide us an astonishing reach of around 10 
million followers 4 times a week. This is to continue 
for the full 12-week training program, and for 2 
weeks after the main event, not to mention the 

millions of viewers from the Celeb MMA TV show.

The unique framework of the 12 weeks’ worth of 
training with 14 UK celebrities, provides the whole 
enterprise not only a constant stream of daily 
content from multiple contestants, but also an 

already established and dedicated audience 
through the celebrities own various social media 
outlets. 
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The celebrities already have some degree of 
professionalism behind cameras, as they all either 
consist of being part of a TV show (recent or 
ongoing) or a popular social influencer, each has 
their own audience they engage with as part of 
their daily routine. 
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Views from similar shows below: 
Celebrity SAS  - Channel 4 - 2.6m views per episode
KSI vs. Logan Paul - 9/11/19 - 7.4m views
Jake Paul vs. Nate Robinson - 28/11/20 - 7.3m views
Likkle Man vs. Salim Chiboub - 26/9/20 - 225k views



OVO ARENA WEMBLEY MAIN EVENT

Similarly large TV screens are found in every area of the arena, including the bars and recreational areas.  And within the main arena 

there we will be televising recap footage and build up content throughout the event on the main giant arena screens.  Your branding will 

feature heavily on all of the Celeb MMA content throughout the venue.  

The grand finale of our 14 celebrity fighters, after following their 

entertaining 12-week training camps will be held at the OVO Arena in 

Wembley, London.  

The arena is the most prestigious venue in the UK that plays host to the top 

names in the entertainments industry.  The OVO Arena Wembley has 

been a regular location for both the UFC and Bellator MMA organisations.

For the build up to the night and on fight night, the arena has situated 

throughout its site large digital billboard size screens both internally and 

externally for Celeb MMA to utilise for promotional content.  

Our host and compere for the evening, along with the play by play commentators for the televised show will regularly mention your brand and 

any tagline/promotional message that is agreed upon i.e., “brought to you in association with…” and “sponsored by…” etc.

The main event will also have an official A4 program booklet detailing the fighters’ profiles and their journey to the main event.

Within the program you will again be featured throughout it with the Celeb MMA branding as the event sponsor, but you will 

also be provided a full page A4 advertisement and a double page advertorial spread.

The aftermath of the event will in itself create a lot of hype and interest in the results.  Media attention and news 

outlets will be providing coverage and interviews with the fighters will be arranged with various morning TV shows etc, 

where the contestants will be required to wear the Celeb MMA apparel which will include your branding.



MMA Combat Cage 

Branding 

As with all major combat sporting events, 
the most highly viewable area for a 
companies branding is the ring, here it is 

called the ‘MMA Combat Cage’.  

The UFC is the largest and most well known 
in the world of MMA and they have 
adopted what is known as the ‘Octagon’.  
Obviously named after its shape, in this 
case it can serve as an example for us to 
highlight the branding opportunities 
available to our sponsorship partners.  

As you can see not only in the mat utilised 
but so are the protective vertical and 
horizontal beams of the cage.  Please see 
the next page for our options:

YOUR LOGO



The image to the left demonstrates the third 

option which is either a vertical or horizontal 

logo, brand name or website etc printed upon 

the padded areas of the combat cage.

A combination of option B & C positions will be 
included in every sponsorship package but only 
one option A is available.

MMA Combat Cage Branding Options

To the right is an example of how the branding will be set 

out upon the combat cage mat. The logo in the center 

being a of a premium location and size and only 

available to one company.  

This center location will be the most prominent position 

throughout the televised event.  It will be shown at the 

beginning of each fight after the fighters touch gloves 

and the beginning of each round as the camera pans 

away from above.



Sport Clothing & 

Equipment 

Branding

During the entirety of the shows 12-week 

training duration and their fights at the 

eventual main event at the SSE Wembley 

Arena, all 10 of our contestants and 

training teams will be required to wear the 

official Celeb MMA sportswear, which will 

include your branding.  

This will include t-shirts, 

vests, shorts and 

hoodies.

The merchandise will 

then be available for 

purchase by the 

general public via our 

online shop and at the 

main event 

concession stands 

along with event 

keepsakes such as 

foam hands, posters 

and caps etc.



Website Our website is currently under construction and work to be 

completed is imminent, here customers will be able to view the 

celebrities, the updates, twitter/Instagram feeds, purchase Celeb 

MMA merchandise and book event tickets.  

Celeb MMA Merch

The website is a fully functional e-commerce 

platform where customers can purchase the 

latest Celeb MMA merch to blend in with 

their idol celebrities. 
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E-Ticket

Here on the website customers 

will be able to book event tickets 

directly using our digital platform 

with e-ticket issued immediately, 

there will also be a link to 

purchase PPV for the event via a 

link provided.  
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Throughout the duration of the 12-week training 
camp, there will be a proactive marketing campaign 
to promote the main event at the OVO Arena 
Wembley.  This will comprise of but is not limited to 
press releases, social media advertising, billboards, 
public transport, radio, printed press and television.  
Any and all advertising undertaken to promote Celeb 
MMA, will include you as the event sponsor.

Will there be other forms of 

marketing?

Celeb MMA 

Exposure 

Summary

❖ 16 celebrities, posting 4 times a week for 12 weeks to 10 million already 

established and loyal social media followers.  Your brand hash tagged every 
time.

❖ Product placement opportunities in celebrity posts.

❖ 12,000 seated capacity main event at the OVO Arena Wembley

❖ PPV audience of approx 500,000

❖ Sponsorship of:

o Training apparel and merchandise

o MMA Combat Cage and Mat branding

o Branding throughout training gym

o Celeb MMA national marketing campaign

o Arena digital content screens

o Verbal mentioning of sponsorship message throughout the main event

o Event program booklet, including full page A4 advert and double-page 
spread advertorial

o Televised TV show and main event

❖ First refusal on involvement with phase 2 of Celeb MMA expansion.



CELEB MMA PRODUCTION 

The glamorous life of a celebrity may seem 
pretty on the outside but nevertheless they 
are also faced with the same mental 
challenges as us all, more so as being in 
the public eye does come with its own 
challenges that can spiral into severe 
depression as we have all witnessed, here 
we seen the opportunity to film our 
celebrities undergoing those very 
challenges and giving them the 
opportunity to engage with their fans, a 
side to them that none has seen as we aim 
to film and air live on TV and via their social 
media channels.  

Our Mission – we shall be 
collaborating with renowned mental 

health organization MIND and 
helping those in need by giving back 
a portion of our profits, our celebrities  
shall also be visiting various mental 
health institutions during our event 
build up and sharing their stories. 
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Reason why? We want to show the people 
of United Kingdom and the rest of world 
that as we come out of an era of 
pandemic there will be huge challenges 
ahead, we aim to provide routes and ideas 
on how to overcome them by providing 
strategies our celebrities will undertake. . 

A MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT



OCTAGON BRANDING From £20,000

8 AVAILABLE SPONSORSHIPS

The Octagon inventory is very popular. This enables your 

company logo to be viewed by those in attendance 

along with the thousands following the action online via 

our video posts and streams.

OPTION B – OUTER OCTAGON

OPTION C – CORNER POSTS 

• SOCIAL MEDIA EXPOSURE

• EVENT EXPOSURE

• TV EXPOSURE

INCLUSIONS:

• Logo featured on screen displays in the arena 

• Link to your site on our website sponsors page 

• ½ page ad in the fight night programme 

• 1 x story feature per week via Celeb MMA and 

different celebrity contestant per week

• Logo within the fight night Octagon (as above) 

• 100 tickets to fight night 

• 10 x VIP Entry into our star studded private bar 

AWAY TRIP From £45,000

1 AVAILABLE SPONSORSHIP

Join us whilst things get heated on our away trip which will 

see our celebs be put through their paces and friendships put 

to the test. 

This week will put both teams head to head where the real 

competition begins 

• SOCIAL MEDIA EXPOSURE

• EVENT EXPOSURE

• TV EXPOSURE

• ACTIVATION

INCLUSIONS:

• Opportunity for brand promo filming and photoshoot

• 1 minute intro about your brand on the TV show 

• Title rights to the trip ‘The YOUR COMPANY trip’ 

• Story mentions and tagged in all away trip related grid 

posts pre and post event. 

• Dedicated branded competitive game during the trip 

• Influencer ad strategy 

• Logo featured on screen displays in the arena 

• Promo video shown on the event night screens

• Dedicated section on our site with ad and link  

• Full page ad in the fight night programme 

• 100 tickets to fight night 

• 10 x VIP Entry into our star studded private bar where 

you can mingle with celebs and press 

HEADLINE From £100,000

1 AVAILABLE SPONSORSHIP

Official title sponsor for the event. 

CELEB MMA LONDON SPONSORED BY REEBOK

Have your company name and logo on all our Official Fight 

Posters and merch, name on tickets, inclusion to all press 

releases, social media, editorial and advertising materials and 

sponsor of the headline fight.

• SOCIAL MEDIA EXPOSURE

• EVENT EXPOSURE

• TV EXPOSURE

• ACTIVATION

INCLUSIONS:

• Activation on press conference

• Opportunity for brand promo filming and photoshoot

• 3 minute feature about your brand on the TV show spread 

across episodes.

• Product placements throughout the series 

• Title rights to the event ‘CELEB MMA 1 sponsored by.. 

• Story mentions and tagged in all Celeb MMA collateral 

• Dedicated Press Release 

• Logo featured in press board at press conferences 

• Influencer ad strategy

• Centre octagon logo

• Logo featured on screen displays in the arena 

• Promo video shown on the event night screens

• Logo on tickets and inclusion on all email communications 

• Link to your Instagram page via celebmma bio

• Dedicated section on our site with ad and link  

• Merch sales via our website and upsells to customers 

• Full page ad in the fight night programme 

• 100 tickets to fight night 

• 10 x VIP Entry into our star studded private bar



FIGHT NIGHT ENTERTAINTMENT 

Rhys Thomas 
AKA Mist

Signed by Warner Bros Records  

and award winning rapper Mist  

number 4 at UK Albums Chart

Adedamola Adefolahan
AKA Fireboy DML

Top 10 hit artist Adedamola

Adefolahan known professionally as 

Fireboy DML is a Nigerian singer

16 Celebs + Much 
more Entertainment

The night is entertainment packed with 

a live DJ performance, our host Lisa 

Maffia also performing, then of course 

our very own VIP afterparty!  



SPORTS IS ALL 

ABOUT THE 

COMPETITON! 
Meet The Contestants / 

Celebrities 

The celebrities have been hand selected by the 

board of directors at Celeb MMA to ensure a fair 

entertaining contest, we have also taken a look 

at the wider demographic to reach an audience 

without any crossovers.

We have signed and contracted Love Island 

Stars Theo Campbell, AJ Bunker, Only Way is 

Essex star James Lock, Podcast sensation James 

English, Big Brother Aisleyne Wallace, Film Star 

Josh Myers, Storage Wars star Sammy Bartlett, 

Reality TV Star Carl Woods, global 

influencers/YouTube stars Likkleman, Choon Tan, 

Football freestyle sensation Andrew and many 

more!



James Lock

Best known for: 

The Only Way is Essex

James Lock is a 35-year-old from Essex.  He is a British TV personality, actor, model, social media influencer and 
entrepreneur.

He shot to fame on the Only Way Is Essex where he’s known as his nickname 'Lockie’ and has found himself at the 
centre of various storylines over the years, especially with his eventful love life continuing to play out on-screen. The 
reality star is known for being straight talking and is best mates with the likes of Pete Wicks and Dan Edgar. 

Once he found fame in TOWIE he pursued other TV roles including Lockie also appeared on several other television 
shows such as Evil Monkeys (2018), Your Face Or Mine (2018), MTV Cribs (2019) and Celebs Go Dating (2020) and 

om the upcoming Celebrity Ex On the Beach (2022).

He was then owner of restaurant Lockie's Kitchen in Essex which served up healthy alternatives to fast food before it 
shut down.  The star has recently bought a stake in Essex bar and nightclub Pink Zebra

Total social 

media reach: 

1 Million



Andrew 

Henderson 

Best known for: 
5 x world freestyle football champion 

& 7 X UK national Champion

Andrew is the Current & 5 x world freestyle football champion & 7 X UK national Champion. 

Freestyle football is basically the art and sport of performing tricks with a football. He has 

taken his skills all over the world and has performed with football players such as Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Lionel Messi, Neymar JR, David Beckham, Cafu, Nani, Owen and Drogba just to 

name a few.

He has also been the Ambassador of Charities and has performed for Royalty on several 

occasions.

Total social 

media reach: 

3.1 Million



Aisleyne

Horgan-Wallace

Best known for: 
Big Brother Contestant

Aisleyne is an English television personality, model, actress and columnist who emerged into the 

public eye in 2006 when she appeared as a contestant in the seventh series of reality television 

show Big Brother.  Aisleyne reached the final day of the show, where she eventually finished third with 

22% of the public vote.  In January 2012, Aisleyne appeared in the third series of the Channel 4 

show Celebrity Coach Trip, alongside fellow Big Brother contestant Nikki Grahame. The pair were 

given a 'red card' and dismissed from the show on Day 3 of the series after falling out with other 

celebrities, including Edwina Currie and Jean Broke-Smith. From December 2012, she became a 

regular guest on the Loaded TV chat show, Looser Women Live.

Total social 

media reach: 

675,000



Carl Woods

Best known for: 

Reality TV show personality and 
partner of Katie Price

Carl aged 33 is a social media personality, luxury car dealer and he first rose to fame after 
appearing in Love Island and appeared in 2018’s ITV2 murder mystery reality TV show Killer 
Camp. 

Carl is well known in the UK as the boyfriend of the famous glamour model Katie Price.  Due to 
his long and high profile relationship with Katie, his popularity and social media following has 
exploded with him being featured on the cover of OK magazine and being a weekly regular in 
the UK tabloids charting his ups and downs in the public eye.

Total social 

media reach: 

234,000



A J Bunker

Best known for: 
Team GB athlete and Love 

Island contestant.

AJ – whose nickname is short for Andrea-Jane – is 28 years old, she was once a hair 
technician and comes from Hertfordshire.

AJ found fame as a participant of Love Island in 2021.

AJ said: "I think I’m going to bring a bit of spice, I definitely am fiery. Girls need to 
know their worth and what standards they should be setting. I’m just going to go in 
there and be like, ‘Girls, you’re beautiful, you’re smart, know your worth!’ Self love is 
massive for me. Girl power!

Total social 

media reach: 

102,000



Callum 

Alexandre Izzard

Best known for: 

Reality TV show personality

Callum (27) attended the University of Lincoln in Lincoln, England, where he graduated with a 
B.A. in drama and got his break when he won the Doncaster's Got Talent contest in 2010.  He 
the started out as an actor taking on stage roles like Kenickie in a production of Grease.

He then pursued a future in television when he joined the cast of Ex on the Beach (2014) then 
Celebs Go Dating (2016), and Celebrity Ghost Trip (2021) and most notably ITV2’s reality 
show Ibiza Weekender for its seventh season. 

Total social 

media reach: 

592,500



Sammy Bartlett

Best known for: 

Reality TV show Storage Hunters

Sammy is age 30 and from Yeovil in Somerset, she studied beauty therapy at college before 
experiencing her first taste of fame on the UK TV show Storage Hunters.  She categorises herself 
as a model and a singer/songwriter. 

She says of herself “I’m a confident young woman and am looking for all new experiences and 
also showing off my talents. I am a very ambitious woman, working 100% in everything I do, am 
great to work with, reliable and down to earth:) I love taking on new challenges and setting 
myself high targets so Celeb MMA is the perfect opportunity for me to challenge myself and 
prove what I am capable of!”

Total social 

media reach: 

6,000



Josh Myers

Best known for: 
– British Actor –

29 acting credits notably
‘Rise of the Footsoldier’ series 

and ‘Krays Dead Man Walking’.

Joshua Myers (born 1984) is a British actor, known for his role as Snake in the 2010 UK 

mystery-thriller film Psychosis and his reoccurring role in the very popular ‘Rise of the 

Footsoldier’ series of films.

Also known for acting in internationaly successful movies such as Fighting with My 

Family (2019), The Sweeney (2012) and The Fall of the Krays (2016)

Total social 

media reach: 

170,000



Natasha 

Sweeney

Best known for: 
Reality TV show ‘Ibiza 

Weekender’

Natasha Sweeney is a reality TV star who has had repeated appearances on 
the very popular TV show Ibiza Weekender and it’s spin off series in other 
countries. She is known for her fun and feisty nature on the show and is so 

popular she has again been signed up or the next series of weekender being 
filmed in Kavos in the summer of 2022.

Working as a model consultant in Manchester, Tash ‘wanted something more’ 
and jumped at the chance to apply for the programme- armed with previous 
experience as a rep in Ayia Napa.  She also had an appearance on E4’s 
Coachtrip in 2017.

Total social 

media reach: 

95,000



James English

Best known for: 
Podcaster and reality TV show 

Glow

James English is a podcaster, documentary maker, comedian, model and former star of 
Glasgow based reality TV show Glow.
His ‘Anything Goes Podcast’ features the hard hitting real-life stories of Sports People, 
Comedians, Actors, Criminals, Porn Stars, and Politicians as he explores topics from murder, 
depression and suicide, to sex, love, and comedy. In a short space of time, his show has been 
viewed and listened to across social media more than half a million times.

His latest documentary saw him sleep on the streets, in his hometown of Glasgow, for seven 
days and nights, bringing to light the desperation and tragedy of being ‘Homeless at Christmas’, 

and showed the plight and passion of people from both sides of the problem.
An incredibly powerful and inspiring conversation including his growing up in Glasgow’s 
Possilpark, James’ personal battles with addiction, his experience on Glow, his future plans, 
spiritual awakening and transformation, purpose, legacy, and changing the world.

Total social 

media reach: 

785,000



Theo 

Campbell

Best known for: 
Team GB athlete and Love 

Island contestant.

Theo is a 400-meter sprinter for Great Britain and our tallest contestant standing at 6’5. He’s an 
international sprinter who rose to fame in 2017 as a participant on the third series of the ITV2 
show Love Island.

Theo has undergone many impactful changes in his life recently with the birth of his first son, and 
he lost the sight in his right eye while partying in Ibiza in August 2019.  He was rushed to hospital 
and underwent two rounds of surgery when his eye "split in half" after being hit during a 
champagne spray party.

Theo sees the opportunity with Celeb MMA as a chance to gain some focus and stability in his life 
and regain the passion for physically challenging sports.

Total social 

media reach: 

350,000



Aiden Henry

AKA: Likkleman

Best known for: 
Social media star and being the 

UK’s best small boxer

Despite Aidens challenging beginnings he has turned his life around by becoming an incredibly popular social 
media star and active boxer, training with stars like Conor Benn and Anthony Yarde.

“I was born fighting, when you are born half the size of a normal man you have to fight twice as hard to get 
anywhere in life.

“I was born into a life of gangs, like a lot of people are in certain areas. But on top of that I am this size.”
“I didn’t go to school, I can’t read or write, I didn’t have parents. "I have matured a lot, so anyone who knows 
my story will hopefully respect me more now because they will know what I went through. “

“But that is my past, I am thankful for how it made me but that’s behind me and this golden ticket is helping 
me change my life.”

Total social 

media reach: 

610,000



Choon Tan

Best known for: 
Being the UK’s smallest bodybuilder

Choon Tan is just 4ft 10in tall. He was born with a genetic defect that affected his bone 
development and stunted his growth and he was bullied and teased for it but he decided he had 
enough and started weight training to gain muscle and build his self confidence.
Now he’s is in excellent shape and trains five times a week, diets hard and can deadlift more than 
three times his bodyweight. 

"My main ambition now is to inspire people to believe in themselves. And to know that they too can 
change their lives, no matter what the situation,"

"I didn't feel that I was as good or the same as everyone else. I got bullied and tormented because 
of it.

"Those several years were undoubtedly the worst of my life, but it is what led me to an incredible 
eye-opening journey."

Total social 

media reach: 

20,000



Robbie 

McMahon

Best known for: 
Modelling 

Reality TV shows notably 

MTV’s Geordie Shore

Robbie appeared on ITV2’s Love Bites and had been a part of BBC’s Just One Night, 

MTV Geordie shore – Hot single summer. Robbie McMahon has created a loyal fan 

and follower base for himself.  Interestingly, Robbie McMahon worked as a personal 

trainer for six years before getting into the modelling space a few years ago. In 2018, 

he won a top model competition, which helped him earn many exciting projects 

and campaigns with big brands like Zara and Fendi.

Total social 

media reach: 

270,000



MEET 
OUR 
EVENT  
HOST

Lisa Maffia

Platinum album selling, British singer-songwriter

Lisa Maffia will be hosting the show on the evening and delivering 3 musical performances



GET IN TOUCH 
WITH US

(+44) 7803766620

07803766620 magda@celebmma.com

Savoy Hill House, Savoy 

Hill, London, United 

Kingdom, WC2R 0BU



Thank you for taking your time in taking a look 

at our sponsorship deck presentation, we look 

forward in welcoming you onboard soon!

THANK 
YOU


